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ABSTRACT 
In the Stein (or, equivalently, the Lyapunov) equation, we show that the only 
joint constraints on the inert& of the three matrices are the classical definiteness 
and semidefiniteness constraints and a simple rank-related constraint. 
We consider the Stein equation 
K-AKA*=H (1) 
and the Lyapunov equation 
KA+A*K=H, (2) 
in which H, K E M, are assumed Hermitian, and A E M,. The Stein 
equation arises in the study of discrete-time dynamical systems, and the 
Lyapunov equation arises in the analysis of continuous-time dynamical 
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systems. For the Hermitian matrices H or K, the inertia triple i( ) is 
defined as 
i( 1 = (il, G, i3)r 
in which ir is the number of positive, iz the number of negative, and ia 
the number of 0 eigenvalues, all counting multiplicities. In the context of 
the Stein equation, the inertia triple for the general matrix A is defined 
as i(A) = (il, i2, ia), in which il is the number of eigenvalues of A inside 
the unit circle, iz the number outside, and i3 the number lying on the 
unit circle, again counting multiplicities. In the context of the Lyapunov 
equation, the inertia triple i(A) is defined alternatively as i(A) = (il , i2, is), 
in which ii now counts the eigenvalues of A in the right half-plane, i2 those 
in the left half-plane, and is those on the imaginary axis. Note that the 
definition of inertia is dependent upon context (which matrix in which 
equation). Though this is unusual, it is quite convenient for our purposes 
here. Note also that the two definitions for the inertia of the general matrix 
A in the two equations are equivalent (modulo the eigenvalues &l) under 




There are classical results that analogously constrain the three inertia 
triples in either Equation (1) or (2) [l, 2, 4-6, 81. We refer to these as the 
classical constraints: 
i(H) = (n,O,O) * is(K) = 0 and i(A) = i(K). 
[The case in which i(A) = (n, 0,O) . 1s of primary interest in the discrete 
Stein-equation setting, and the case i(A) = (0, n, 0) is of primary interest in 
the continuous Lyapunov-equation setting.] Of course, if i(H) = (0, n, 0), 
then ia = 0 and i(A) = (il,iz,O) if and only if i(K) = (iz,il,O). We 
think of this as being part of the classical constraints. There are also 
weakened relations between i(A) and i(K) when the right-hand side H is 
(positive or negative) semidefinite, rather than definite. We refer to these 
as semidefinite constraints and do not discuss them further here. 
Furthermore, by Weyl’s inequalities [3] for the sum of two Hermitian 
matrices X, Y E A&, for j = 1,2, we have i;l(X + Y) 5 i;(X) + ij( Y). 
Thus, for example in the Stein equation, 23 (H) = 23 (K - AKA*) 5 2; (K) + 
ij(-AKA’) 5 ii(K) + iz(K) = rank K. We refer to this additional inequal- 
ity governing triples of inertias, 
ii(H), h.(H) I il(K) + is(K) = m&K, 
which is independent of i(A), as the ranlc constraint. 
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The question has been raised [7] whether there are any other necessary 
relations among the three inertias i(H), i(K), and i(A). It is not difficult 
to show, via a simple transformation based upon the conformal mapping 
mentioned above, that a triple i(H),i(K),i(A) may occur in the Stein 
equation if and only if it also occurs in the Lyapunov equation. Because 
of this Stein-Lyapunov equivalence, our question could be answered in ei- 
ther setting with the answer equally valid in the other. Our finding here 
is that there are no relations other than those we have mentioned; i.e., the 
three inertias i(H), i(K), and i(A) are independent, except for the classi- 
cal constraints, the semidefinite constraints, and the rank constraint. For 
purposes of proof, we concentrate on the Stein setting and suppose that H 
is indefinite [ii(H), ip(H) # O]. Under this indefiniteness assumption and 
assuming the rank constraint is met, we show that any triple of inertias 
i(H), i(K), i(A) can occur among some matrices H, K, and A that satisfy 
(1) [and thus (2)]. 
We begin by making several observations. If S E IV, is nonsingular, 
then Equation (1) is equivalent to 
SKS* - (SAS-l)(SKS*)(SAS-‘)* = SHS* 
and Equation (2) is equivalent to 
(s*Ks)(s-‘AS) + (s-‘AS)*(S*KS) = S*HS. 
We conclude that if the triple H, K, A is a solution to (1) or (2), then there 
is another solution H’, K’, A’ with the same inertias and such that H’ is 
any matrix congruent to H, or K’ is any matrix congruent to K, or A’ is 
any matrix similar to A. Thus, if there is a solution with given inertias, 
then any one of the three matrices may be taken to be in a special form 
(under the appropriate inertia-preserving transformation). 
We say that a triple of inertias i(H), i(K), i(A) is feasible (in this con- 
ventional order: H, K, A) if there is a solution H, K, A to Equation (1) [or 
(2)] with the respective inertias. It is convenient to note various simple 
circumstances in which feasibility is maintained. If H and K are replaced 
by their negatives, Equation (1) is still satisfied. Thus we have the negation 
rule: if 
i(H) = (a, b, c), i(K) = (WA-Y), and i(A) = (P, 4, ~1 
is feasible, then so is the triple 
i(H) = (b, a, cl, i(K) = (0, a, r>, and i(A) = (p, q, r). 
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If A is nonsingular, then, by simple algebraic manipulation, Equation (1) 
is equivalent to 
K _ A-iKA-1’ = -A-iHA-i* 
Since inversion of A reverses the roles of eigenvalues inside and outside the 
unit circle, we conclude the inversion rule: if A is nonsingular and 
is feasible, then so is the triple 
We note, for symmetry, that from the negation and inversion rules follows 
the third possibility: if A is nonsingular, the feasibility of (a, b, c), (a, /3, y), 
and (p, q, T) implies that of (a, b, c), (p,cx,y), and (q,p, T). 
Finally, if Equation (1) is satisfied by H,, Ki, and Ai in dimension 
ni, i = 1,2, then it is also satisfied by HI @ Hz, K1 CB K2, and Al CB A2 
in dimension n = ni + n2. We conclude the rule of direct summation: The 
feasibility o.f(~, bi, G), (ai,Pi,yz), and (pz, qi, Ti) in dimension ni, i = 1,2, 
implies that of 
(~1 + a2, h + b2, cl + cd, 
(Pl + P2, 41 + 42, Tl + c?) 
(Ql + Q2r Pl + P2,Yl + rz), and 
in dimension n = nl + n2. 
Notice that inertia triples of the form (O,O, t), (tl, t2,0), (O,O, t), tl + t2 
= t, tl, t2 = 0, are always feasible, by choosing A = I. 
We now begin a sequence of lemmas that demonstrate the feasibility of 
certain kinds of inertia triples and culminate in our principal result, Theo- 
rem 3. The first indicates the relevance of the multiplicative majorization 
relation between eigenvalues and singular values. 
LEMMA 1. If a > 0 and either b > 0 or r 5 c and q = 0, then the 
inertia triple 
is feasible. 
(a, b, c), (n, 0, O), (P, 4, r) 
PROOF. If a, b > 0, let Xi,. . , A, be complex numbers such that 
1x11 > ... > I&I > 1 = I&+1I = ‘.’ = I&+rI > I&+r+l( r .‘. > IhtI, 
and let 01 2 ... >_ crb > 1 = Obfi = . ” = on_-a > cTn-a+l > ... > 
CT, and ai...gJ 2 1x1. ..&I for j = l,...,n with equality for j = n. 
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By the sufficiency of Weyl’s eigenvaluesingular-value product inequali- 
ties [4], there exists an upper triangular matrix A E M, with eigenvalues 
Xi, AZ, . , A, and singular values o~,cT~, . . . , un such that i(A) = ( p, q, T). 
Let H = I - AA*. Then H E M, and is Hermitian by construction. The 
eigenvalues of H are 1 - a:, j = 1, . , n, so that i(H) = (a, b, c). In 
the second case the feasible inertia triple (a,O, c), (n,O,O), (p,O, r) can 
be achieved by the direct summation of the feasible inertia triples (0, 0, r), 
(T, 0, 0)) (0, 0, r) and (a, 0, c - r), (n - T, 0, 0), ( p, 0,O) which can also be 
achieved by the above method. ??
Note that since we are concerned with the location of the eigenvalues 
of A with respect to the unit circle, we may select Xj # 0, j = 1,. . , n, 
thus obtaining a nonsingular matrix. 
LEMMA 2. If a, b, cy, f3 > 0, then the inertia triple (a, b, 0), (a,,Ll, 0), 
(O,O, n) is feasible. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 2 let 
In the following we will assume, via congruence, that K2 = I. 
Assume that the lemma is true for n = k - 1. Let n = Ic. By the 
negation rule, we may assume that a > 2; let al = a - 1, bl = b, 
@I = Q, ,/31 = ,B - 1. If pi = 0, use Lemma 1 to obtain HI, Al E 
hlk-1, HI Hermitian, such that i(Hl) = (al, bl,O), i(Al) = (O,O, k - I), 
and HI = Kl - Al Kl A;, with Kl = I. If pi # 0, use the induc- 
tion hypothesis to obtain HI, K1, Al E Mk_1, HI, Kl Hermitian, HI = 
Kl - AlKlA;, Kf = I, i(Hl) = (al,bl,O), i(Kl) = (m,Pl,O), and 
i(Al) = (O,O, k - 1). Construct K = [-l] @ KI; thus i(K) = (q/3,0). 
Notice that i(Kl - ATKlAl) = i(Kl - AIKIAF) by alternatively tak- 
ing Schur complements with respect to the upper right and lower left 
blocks of 
KI A1 
[ 1 A; K1 ’ 
Also, since i(Ki -ATKlAl) = i(Kl -A;KIA~)-~, we may select y E Cn to 
be an eigenvector of (Ki -ATKIA1)-l = K1+KIA;(Kl -AIKIA;)-lAIKl 
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corresponding to a negative eigenvalue. Construct 
A= l y* 
i 1 0 Al ’ 
Thus i(A) = (O,O, k). Now let 
H=K-AKA*= 
-Y*KIY -y*KlAi 
-AlKly K1 - AIKIA; 1 
By taking the Schur complement with respect to the lower right block of H, 
we get i(H) = i(Kl - AlKlAi) i- i[-y*K~y - y*KlAi(Kl - AlK1Ai)-’ 
AlKly], but -y*K1y-y*KIAi(K1-AIKIAT)-lAIKly= -Y*[KI+KIA; 
(K~-AlK~Ai)-‘AlK1]y = -y*(K~-AiK~Al)-‘y; therefore, i(H) = i(Kl 
- A1K1Ai)+i[-y*(K1_AiK1AI)-‘y] = (~1, b1,0)+(1,0,0) = (CL, b,O). ??
We can give the nonsingular (H and K) case of our target result, which 
we state as Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. If a, b > 0, then the in,ertia triple (a, b, 0), (Q., p, 0), 
(p, q, T-) is feasible. 
PROOF. Since the cases o = 0 or /3 = 0 are covered by Lemma 1, and 
the case p = q = 0 is covered by Lemma 2, we may assume cq3 # 0 and 
p+4#0. 
The proof is by induction on n. For n = 2, fix 
Kzl ’ 
i 1 0 -1 
One can easily construct nonsingular matrices At, 1 < t 2 5, with i(A,) 
= (p, q, T), p + q # 0 (there are five cases) such that i(H = K - AtKA;) 
= (l,l,O). 
Assume that the theorem is true for n = Ic - 1. Let n = Ic, and assume 
that a 1 2 and q # 0. The cases a = 1 or q = 0 are covered by applying 
the negation and inversion rules. 
Let ai = a - 1, bl = b, pl = p, q1 = q - 1, ri = T, ~1 = (u, 
pi = fl- 1. If /3i = 0, use Lemma 1; otherwise use the induction hy- 
pothesis to obtain HI, K1, Al E Mk_1, HI, K1 Hermitian, Al nonsingular, 
such that i(Hl)=( al,bl,O), i(K1) = (m,Pl,O), i(Al) = (pl,ql,rl), and 
HI = Kl - AlKlAT. Construct K = [-11 CE K1; thus i(K) = (cr,p,O). Let 
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t > 1 and A = [t] @ Al; then A is nonsingular and i(A) = (p, q, r). Now 
H = K - AKA* = I-1 + t’] CE HI, so that i(H) = (a, b,O). ??
As in several cases, our results generalize parts of earlier work. Theorem 
1 should be compared with Theorem 5 of [6]. Our result identifies greater 
flexibility in triples of inertias than is implied by that theorem. 
To encompass the case of singular H or K we need further lemmas. The 
first (Lemma 3) is a special bridge, and then Lemma 4 involves the case in 
which H is singular (while K is not), and Lemma 5 the case in which K is 
singular (while H is not). 
LEMMAS. The inertia triple 
(LO, cl, (a, P, 01, (P> 410) 
with p = CY, q = p is feasible. 
PROOF. Since the case CY@ = 0 is covered by Lemma 1, we assume that 
c@ # 0. The proof is by induction on n. We will construct H, K, A E Mn, 
H, K Hermitian, A nonsingular, having the desired inert& and satisfying 
K - AKA’ = H. For n = 2 we need to show that the inertia triple (l,O, l), 
(l,l,O), (l,l,O) is feasible. Pick 
Then 
K=[; _;I, A=[; 71 
H=K-AKA”= [;,2 y’2], 
and i(H) = (l,O, 1). 
Assume that the lemma is true for n = k, that is, given the inertia triple 
(l,O, cl), (ar,Pl,O), (PI, a,@ with k = l+cl = al+Pl = pl+ql, PI = ~1, 
q1 = ,L?I, and crrpr # 0, there exist Al, Kl E Mk, Kl Hermitian, such that 
i(Kr) = (~,Pr,0), I = (pr,qr,O), and i(Kr - AIKIA;) = (l,O,cr). 
Now, let n = k+l, and consider the inertia triple (l,O, c), (CX, p, 0), ( p, q, 0) 
with k + 1 = 1 + c = cx + /3 = p + q, p = Q, q = /?, and afi # 0. By the 
induction hypothesis there exist HI, Kl, A1 E Mk, HI, Kl Hermitian, such 
that HI = Kl - AlKlA;, i(Hl) = (l,O, c - l), i(Kl) = (CY - 1,/3,0), and 
i(Al) = (p - 1, q, 0) [or i(Kr) = (a,p - l,O), i(Al) = (p, q - l,O), but in 
this case we invoke the negation and inversion rules to achieve the inert& 
above]. 
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Since HI is positive semidefinite of rank 1, there exists y E C” such 
that HI = yy*. Pick 0 < s < 1, t2 = 1 - s2. Let 
and A = Al ty [ 1 0 8; 





K1 - Al KIAT - t2yy* -sty 
-sty* 1 - 2 
I 
i 




The Schur complement of [I - .?I is 
t” 
Hl - t2 yy* - $ yy* = HI - m yy' = Hl - yy* = 0. 
This implies that the rank of H is 1, and since 1 - s2 > 0, i(H) = (l,O, c). 
??
Notice that the constructions in the proof of this lemma yield a non- 
singular matrix A; this will also be the case in the remainder of the theo- 
rems. 
LEMMA 4. If a, 6, c > 0, then the inertia triple (a, 0, c), (a, /3,0), 
( p, q, r) is feasible. 
PROOF. If c 5 r and c < (Y, by Theorem 1, we know that the iner- 
tia triple (a, b, 0), (a - c, P, O), (P, q, r - c) is feasible. Hence using the 
rule of direct summation with the feasible inert,ia triple (O,O, c), (c,O,O), 
(O,O, c), we conclude that the inertia triple (a, b, c), (a, p, 0), (p, q, r) is 
feasible. 
If cy 5 c 5 r [respectively, Q 5 r < c], by Lemma 1 and the nega- 
tion rule the inertia triple (a, b, 0), (0, n - c, 0), ( p, q, r - c) [respectively, 
(a, b, c - r), (0, n - r,O), (P, 4,011 .IS f easible. Using the rule of direct sum- 
mation with the feasible inertia triples (0, 0, c - cr), (0, c - cr, 0), (0, 0, C-Q) 
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[respectively, (O,O, 7’ - o), (0, r - o, O), (O,O, T - o)] and (O,O, o), (0, o, O), 
(O,O, a), we conclude that the inertia triple (a, b, c), (a, /3,0), (p, q, r) is 
feasible. 
By direct summation of the feasible inertia triples (a, b, c - T), 
(a - r,P,O), (p, q,O) and (O,O, T), (0, r,O), (O,O, T), the case T < a, T I c 
is reduced to inertia triples of the form (a, b, c), (a,,f3,0), (p, q,O). 
The inertia triple (a, b, c), (a, p,O), (p, q, 0) is feasible in the case 
a, b, a, p > 2. Using Lemma 1, we obtain the feasible inertia triples 
(ai, bi, cl), (o,O,O), (~1, qi,O) with aibi # 0 and (~2, bz, cz), (O,P,O), 
(~2, qz,O) with azbz # 0, in which ai + az = a, bl + b2 = b, cl + c2 = c, 
pl +pz = p, and q1 + q2 = q. Then use the direct summation rule. The case 
a, b > 2, o = 1, ,0 > 2 can be achieved through the direct summation of 
the feasible inertia triples (1, 1, O), (1, 1 , 0)) ( pl , q1,O) obtained by Theorem 
1,and(u-1,b-1,c),(O,~-l,O),(p~,q~,O),obtainedbyLemma1. Here 
~1 + ~2 = P and qi + qz = q. 
If c@ = 0, Lemma 1 covers the case in which a 2 1, b = 1. Thus we 
assume (r/3 # 0. Consider the feasibility of the inertia triple 
(1, 1, c), (%P, O), (0, o, O), 
i.e., the case p = p. If cr # 0, consider instead the inertia triple (l,l, c), 
(o,P,O),(p,q,O)withp=oandq=/3. (E ventually, it will be converted to 
the desired form above, using the inversion rule.) Pick pi = mm{O, p - p}, 
P~=P-P~,~~=D-P+P~,Q~=Q-P~. Letcul=pl,Q2=qz,Pl=q1, 
,D2 = pz; then set cl = ~1 + /3i - 1 and cz = (~2 + ,Dz - 1. Since cl 2 -1, 
and cl = -1 exactly when p = ,f3, we conclude cl > 0. Also, cz > -1, and 
cz = -1 exactly when p = a and (Y = 0 or p = 0. Since ap # 0, we conclude 
cz > 0. By Lemma 3, the inertia triples (1, 0, cl), (cri, ,Di, 0), (pi, q1,O) and 
(071, cz), (a2, P2, O), (Par q2,O) are feasible, and from the direct summation 
rule it follows that the inertia triple (1, 1, c), (cr,p,O), (p, q,O) is feasible. 
The inversion rule (A may be taken nonsingular in Lemma 3) then yields 
the feasibility of the inertia triple (l,l, c), (a,p,O), (p,cr,O), as desired. 
The same construction also works for (1, 1, c), (cr,fl,O), (p, q,O), p # p, 
p + q = n. The feasibility of the inertia triple (l,l, c), (o,o,O), (a, a,O) 
is justified as follows: since n is even and c > 0, we must have c > 1 and 
LL > 1. By the previous argument (o # p) the inertia triple (1, 1, c - l), 
(CX - l,cr,O), (o - l,cy,O), is feasible. Let Hi, Ki, Al E M,__1 with Hi, Ki 
Hermitian, Al nonsingular, Hi = Ki - A~KIAT, i(Hl) = (l,l, c - l), 
i(K1) = (a - l,a,O), i(Al) = (a - l,cu,O). Since Hi is a Hermitian 
matrix of rank two with two distinct nonzero eigenvalues (one positive 
and one negative), there exist orthogonal vectors yi, yz E C”-’ such that 
HI = YlY; - Y2Y;. Pick real numbers s and u such that 0 < u < 1, 
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s2 = 1 - u2, and construct the matrices 
and A= AI SYl [ 1 0 u’ 
Then K, A E AI,, K is Hermitian with inertia i(K) = (cr,cr,O), and A is 
nonsingular with inertia i(A) = (a, a, 0). Compute 
H=K-AKA* = 
K1 - AIKIA; - s2yly; - ‘LLSYl 
-my; 1 - 212 
=[ 
HI - s2yly; - USYl 
-my/; 1 l-212 . 
The Schur complement of [l - u”] is 
L = HI - s2y1y; - 
Since 1 - u2 > 0, we have i(H) = (l,O,O) + i(L). But 
therefore i(H) = (l,O,O) + i(-y2?&) = (l,O,O) + (O,l, c) = (l,l, c). 
The case a > 2, b = 1 is done by induction on n. The smallest value of 
n that we need to consider is 4; thus we are concerned about the feasibility 
of the inertia triple 
(2,l,l),(a,P,O),(p,q,O). 
If p # 0, this inertia triple is achieved by the direct summation rule applied 
to the feasible inertia triples (l,O,O), (l,O,O), (l,O,O) and (l,l,l), (or - 
l,p,O), (p - 1, q,O). The case p = 0 implies q # 0, and this case is 
treated similarly. Assume that the result is true for n = k; thus there 
exist HI, K1, Al E A&k, HI, Kl Hermitian, Ai nonsingular, such that Kl - 
AlKlA; = HI, I = (al, 1, cl), I = (m,Pl,O), I = (PI, ql,O), 
and al 2 2, cl > 1, cripi # 0. Let n = k + 1, that is, we will show the 
feasibility of the inertia triple 
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wherea+1+c=a+/3=p+q=Ic+1, a>2, c>l,@#O. Ifp#O, 
observe that the inertia triple under consideration is obtained by applying 
the direct summation rule to the inertia triples 
and 
The feasibility of the first summand is justified by a previous argument 
(a - 1 = 1) or by the induction hypothesis (u - 1 > 2). Therefore, 
there exist H, K, A E Mk+l, H, K Hermitian, A nonsingular, such that 
K - AKA’ = H, i(H) = (a, 1, c), i(K) = (cv,p,O), i(A) = (p, q, 0), a > 2, 
c > 1, o/3 # 0, p # 0. The case p = 0 follows from the negation and 
inversion rules. ??
LEMMA 5. If 0 < a, b < a+,B, then the inertia triple (a, b,O), (a,,!j’,~), 
(p, q, r) is feasible. If a or b > Q: + ,L3, then the triple is not feasible. 
PROOF. Let n.l = o-t p = n -7. If nr = 1, by the rank constraint the 
inertiatripletobeconsideredis(l,l,O), (l,O,l), (p,q,r)withp+q+r=2 
[(I, I,O), (O,l, I), (P, 9, ) f is obtained using the negation rule]. Construct 
K= X,Y E 4 y # 0. 
Let 
A= d e [ 1 0 f with e # (’ - d)x, Y 
in which d and f are chosen so that i(A) = ( p, q, r). Then 
H=K-AKA*= 
x2 - (dx + ey)2 xy - (dx + ey)fy 
XY - (dx + ey)fy Y2 - f 2Y2 I 
and detH < 0, so that i(H) = (l,l,O). If nr = n, the assertion of the 
lemma is covered by Theorem 1; so we assume nr < n. Now choose non- 
negative integers al, bl,pl, 41, ~1 so that 0 < ai < a, 0 < bl 5 b, pl < p, 
q1 < q, rl < T, and al + bl = nl = pl + q1 + ~1. By Theorem 1, there 
exist HI, Kl,Al satisfying Equation (1) with inertias (al, bl,O), (cy,,B,O), 
and ( pr, 41, ~1). We may and do assume via congruential normalization 
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that Kc’ = Kr. Let A2 E M,_,, have inertia ( p - pr, q - 41, r - TI), and 
define 
A= [ ii1 I21 and K= [; :], 
in which A21 E Mn-n,,n, is to be chosen. Notice that i(K) = (a,@,~) and 
i(A) = (p, q, r), as desired. Now 
H=K-AKA*= 
KI - AIKIA; -AlKlAH, 
-AzKIA; 1 -AxKIA& ’ 
We use the Schur complement to see how to choose AZ1 to target the de- 
sired inertia for H. The Schur complement in H with respect to the upper 
left block is 
s E -[Azl~,~;, + A~~K~A;(K~ - A~K~A;)-~A~K~A;,] 
= -A&; + KIAT(Kl - AIKIA;)-lA~K~]A;, 
= -Aal[K1 - A;KIA1]-lA;,. 
The last equality is because K1 + K1 A; (K1 - Al KIA;)-lAl K1 = 
(KI- A;KIAI)-~, as may be verified by direct calculation, using the 
fact that Kf = I. Now, i(H) = i(K1 - AlKlA;) + i(S). Notice that 
i ( K1 - A; Kl Al) = i( K1 - Al Kl AT) by alternatively taking Schur comple- 




A;KIAl]-‘) = i(Kl - A;KIAI) = i(Kl - AIKIA;) 
i(S) = i(-Azl[Kl - A;KlA,]-lA;,). 
The latter may achieve any triple (us, bar ~2) such that 0 5 u2 <_ bl, 
OSbz Ial, and u;?+bz+cz = n-nr. L mce (us, b2) is constrained 
al bl) we see that (u b)‘: ( only by (a2, b2) I ( , al, bl) + (a~, b2) is con- 
strained only by (a, b) < (~1, bl) + (bl, ~1)’ = (al + bl, al + bl) = (a + p, 
o( + p), We conclude that i(H) may attain any triple indicated in the first 
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sentence of the lemma and, by the rank constraint, no triple with a or 
Ir>CY+fi. ??
Lemmas 4 and 5 may be combined in a simple way to cover the case 
in which H or K is singular, which we record as Theorem 2. Our princi- 
pal result, Theorem 3, is then just Theorem 1 plus Theorem 2. In The- 
orem 3, the classical definite and semidefinite restrictions are ruled out 
by the requirement that 0 < a, 0, and the rank restriction is covered by 
a, b 5 u + /3. According to Theorem 3, there are no other restrictions on 
inertia triples. 
THEOREM 2. If 0 < a, b 5 Q + /3 and c or y > 0, then the in,ertia 
triple 
is feasible. 
(a, b, c), (0, P, Y), (P, q, r) 
PROOF. Let m = min{c, r}; the inertia triple (a, b, c), (a, /?, y), 
(p? q, r) is the direct sum of the feasible inertia triples (O,O, 7n,), (O,O, m), 
(pi, 41, pi), with ~1 + qi + ~1 = m, and (a, b, c - m), (or/J,7 - m), (p - 
pi, q - 41, r - ~1). In the latter, one of c - m or y - m is zero, reducing to 
either Lemma 4 or Lemma 5. ??
THEOREM 3. Suppose that a, b, c, ct, ,O, y! p, q, an.d r are nonnega- 
tive integers with 0 < a, b < cy + 0. and that 
u+b+c=a+/!Y+y=p+q+,r=n. 
Then there exists a solution triple H, K; A E Mn to (1) and a solution 
triple H, K, A E M, to (a), with H, K Hermitian, A nonsingular, und 
satisfying 
i(H) = (a, b, c), i(K) = (~,P,Y), and i(A) = (p; q, r). 
We note that some cases of Theorem 3 may be deduced from the as- 
sertion made at the end of [6]. However, Theorem 3 shows that there is 
substantially greater arbitrariness in triples of inertias for matrices satisfy- 
ing (2) than is allowed by the assertion of [6]. 
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